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Introduction
Industrial Control Systems (ICS), often referred to as Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems, monitor and control large industrial and infrastructure
processes. Attacks against these systems, particularly energy-generation systems, are
increasing and becoming more targeted against specific
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systems while also increasing in number.1
SANS began examining this trend of attacks against SCADA
and other control systems, publishing its first survey on
SCADA and ICS security in June 2013.2 Results showed that
respondents were having difficulty securing their control
system environments and were beginning to experience
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breaches. Since then, the number of entities with identified or
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Taken online by 268 respondents, this nonscientific survey
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into their environments, including their vulnerabilities. It also
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suspected security breaches increased from 28% in our 2013
survey to nearly 40%, based on this year’s survey findings.

also indicates organizations are experiencing increased levels
of concern over public safety and difficulties with visibility
points to the emergence of a new job definition that could
bridge ICS and IT security roles.
These and more results will be discussed in further detail in
the following pages.
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Survey Participants
Of the 268 survey respondents, more than 67% actively maintain, operate or provide
consulting services within facilities maintaining industrial control systems, with most of
the remaining (“Other” category) providing educational, legal and government services
to this industry. The energy/utilities (23%) and oil and gas (11%) industries accounted for
the largest number of participants. See Figure 1 for a complete industry breakdown.
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What is your organization’s primary industry?

Figure 1. Survey Participants’ Primary Industries
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Nearly 64% of the survey participants work in businesses with more than 1,000
employees, and 30% of the participants operate in businesses with more than 15,000
personnel, as illustrated in Figure 2.
How many people work at your company,
either as employees, contractors or consultants?

Figure 2. Organization Size
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Survey Participants
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The size of organization demographic is very similar to the 2013 survey results. This parity
portrays that the industrialized processes of the modern world are typically provided by
larger businesses. For example, 12 of top 20 businesses in the world operate in the energy
sector using massive control systems for their energy harvesting and delivery systems.3

65%

International Scope
Although the majority (84%) of the survey respondents have facilities in the United
States, the participant base includes those whose employers have facilities in other
regions of the world (see Figure 3).
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In which countries or regions are control system operations for your
organization located? Select all that apply.

Figure 3. Worldwide Allocation of Control System Operations

As demonstrated in the survey, the concerns and issues are the same, regardless of
where the critical infrastructure is located. Interest in and focus on SCADA and ICS
security is likely to escalate dramatically as regional governments begin to adopt specific
measures to protect their critical infrastructures and industrial control systems from
cyberthreats. It’s also likely that international facilities will increasingly be targeted for
financial, geopolitical or other advantages.
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Survey Participants
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Security Titles Dominate
The roles of survey respondents were, as expected, dominated by security
administration (31%), security management (14%) and network operations (12%). The
“Other” category, accounting for 18% overall, actually broke down into a series of titles
including educator, advisor, SCADA engineer and architect (see Figure 4).
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What is your primary role in the organization?

Figure 4. Respondent Roles

The survey suggests traditional information security officers (ISOs) and plant managers
take the lead on integrating and maintaining cybersecurity controls. This may indicate
the need for a new combined role that merges IT and security with SCADA and ICS
knowledge and experience.
The survey also uncovered an interesting difference between the threat perception of
security administrators and analysts as compared to security managers, directors or CISOs.
Of the first group, assumed to be more hands-on based on industry job descriptions,
37% expressed a “high” level of threat, and 48% of the second group, assumed to be
focused less on hands-on tasks, perceived the threat level as “high.” It is interesting that
those further removed from the day-to-day security tasks feel a greater threat. This may
be due to their overarching concerns about business continuity and the costs associated
with experiencing and mitigating breaches.
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Survey Participants
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Constrained Budgets
Of respondents who were aware of the budget allocated to cybersecurity, 31% stated
their allocations were between 1% and 5% of the corporate budget. Given that there
has been an 8,000% increase in per-worker economic output associated with cyber
industrialization,4 this amount is underallocated. Technology has automated personnel,
but does not have a conscience, and now that technology needs to be protected. Even if
security budgets were to be increased 500% from their current allocation, it would be a
small fraction of the workforce productivity increases generated by the technology.
What is the approximate percentage of your organization’s annual budget
currently allocated to control system cybersecurity issues?

31%
1FSDFOUBHFPG
PSHBOJ[BUJPOTBMMPDBUJOH
oUPDPOUSPMTZTUFN
DZCFSTFDVSJUZ

Figure 5. Cybersecurity Budget Allocation

The documented lack of awareness concerning budgetary allocations may be due
to the specific roles of the respondents; however, personnel involved in protecting
assets should have a working knowledge of how much of their budget can go toward
protecting it.
Why is budget important? Success in responding to cyberthreats depends on having
the appropriate cybercontrols, personnel and organizational commitment, which is
often determined by the ability to secure the appropriate funding. Corporate leadership
must understand the financial need, and security personnel must understand how to
invest budgeted funds through the correct mixture of security controls, procedural
enhancements and workforce education.
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Risk Awareness
Interestingly, the perceived threat is slightly lower than it was in 2013. In the 2013
survey, 69% of the respondents perceived the threat to be high to severe, whereas in this
year’s survey only 53% of the respondents perceived the threat to be high to severe (see
Figure 6).
What level do decision makers at your organization
perceive the control system cybersecurity threat to be?

More than 50% of
the respondents
for two years in
a row depict the
cybersecurity threat
as high or severe.

Figure 6. Decision Maker Perceived Threat Level

Last year’s question asked the participants what they perceived the control system
cyberthreat to be, whereas this year’s question asked what decision makers at your
organization perceive the threat to be. It is possible the respondents feel their
organizational leadership does not evaluate the threat level as seriously as the
respondents do, leading to this discrepancy.
Regardless, more than 50% of the respondents for two years in a row depict the
cybersecurity threat as high or severe. This continued threat assessment might indicate
that organizations in the United States, such as the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), should be taking heed to protect the operational safety of
the workforce due to cyber asset misuse. OSHA’s core mission is to provide a safe and
healthy workplace, which cannot be provided without security controls. A full text
search on OSHA’s website reveals no cybersecurity results.
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Risk Awareness
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Threat Vectors
External threats, malware and insider exploits continue to be the top three concerns
among the respondents, as they were in 2013. Figure 7 provides the current results.
What are the top three threat vectors you are most concerned with?
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Figure 7. Top Threat Vectors

The remaining categories can easily be interpreted as the subcategories of external
threats (industrial espionage and extortion or other financially motivated crimes),
malware (phishing attacks), and insider exploits (attacks coming from the internal
network and cybersecurity policy violations) and may have influenced the answers
toward the broader categories.
By way of comparison, the financial services5 and health care6 industries are more
concerned with insider threats and mistakes.
It is interesting to note that specific email phishing attacks are fourth highest on the list.
Advanced persistent threats (APTs) typically use phishing as a mechanism to introduce
malware. As in traditional IT security, these attacks continue to be not only effective, but
also frequent. They are likely to continue because they are often successful for attackers.
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Risk Awareness
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More guidance on specific steps organizations can take is offered later in this paper,
but SANS cannot stress enough that, because APTs are often introduced via email,
organizations should conduct an internal spearphishing education campaign. It is
essential to provide the workforce with information about how and why they might be
individually targeted and explain that the phishes might look more legitimate than the
attacks that have been blocked in the past.
Furthermore, any security awareness should associate cybersecurity with every worker’s
job tasks and not assume security is the sole responsibility of IT or security staff. An

Any security
awareness
should associate
cybersecurity with
every worker’s job
tasks and not assume
security is the sole

organization’s best intrusion detection capability is vigilant personnel.

Visibility into Threats
Survey respondents clearly need more visibility into their threats. In the survey 39%
rate their visibility as only OK, poor or very poor, while only 26% rate their visibility into
network cybersecurity threats as excellent or very good, as shown in Figure 8.
How would you rate the level of visibility into cybersecurity threats
on your network? Select the most applicable answer.

responsibility of IT or
security staff.

Figure 8. Cybersecurity Network Visibility
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Risk Awareness
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Asset owners must know their infrastructure, its connections and applications to
identify changes an attacker might make in the environment. Furthermore, they should
understand the interaction among the devices to the point that their system can identify
new traffic patterns or industrial protocol interactions (e.g., Modbus/TCP coil reads or
register writes). As active defenders, asset owners also have the ability to reshape the

The asset owner/
operator’s knowledge

digital battlefield while under attack by introducing choke points and mechanisms to
regain control.
The asset owner/operator’s knowledge of cyber assets and the network serve as the one

of cyber assets and

major advantage security personnel have over an adversary. Combine that advantage

the network serve

with the ability to modify the cyberbattlefield at the whim of the owner, and it is a

as the one major

powerful attribute.

advantage security

Let’s hope that future surveys show at least 90% of respondents can rate their visibility as

personnel have over

very good or excellent within the next 24 months.

an adversary.

Visibility in Control Systems
4FDVSJUZNJOEFEPSHBOJ[BUJPOTDBOBDIJFWFHSFBUFSOFUXPSLWJTJCJMJUZCZ
LOPXJOHXIBUDZCFSBTTFUTBSFPOUIFJSJOEVTUSJBMOFUXPSL XIBUSPMFUIFZ
QMBZ XIPDPNNVOJDBUFTXJUIXIBUBTTFU BOEIPXUIFZDPNNVOJDBUF
4UBòNVTUCFBCMFUPWJTVBMJ[FIPXUIFOFUXPSLPQFSBUFTUPEFUFDUBUUBDLT
BTXFMMBTSFNFEJBUFCBDLUPUIFPSJHJOBMPQFSBUJPOBMTUBUF
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Breaches on the Rise
Validated intrusions are on the increase in control system environments, according to
respondents. In our 2013 survey, fewer than 20% of the respondents’ control system
cyber assets had been breached. This year almost 27% indicated their control systems
networks had been infected or breached, while another 13% had suspicions of breaches,
as shown in Figure 9.
Have your control system cyber assets and/or control system network ever been
infected with malware or purposely breached by internal or external parties?

40%
Figure 9. Control System Breaches
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In addition, the percentage of those who suspect, but can’t prove, they have been
victims of a breach has increased from 8% in 2013 to nearly 13% this year. Recent ICS
honeypot project results also validate that breaches are on the rise.7
Of those who say they experienced breaches, only 34% were able to answer how many
attacks they endured during the same time period. Almost 28% of respondents who
detected breaches have suffered three or more, as shown in Figure 10.
How many times did such events occur in the past 12 months?
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Figure 10. Frequency of Infiltration
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Breaches on the Rise
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Typically, more than two breaches signal a systemic security problem that requires
a complete business realignment to resolve. Multiple breaches essentially mean the
environment has become untrustworthy. Furthermore, personnel physical safety is at
risk, and the business may become legally liable for not performing due care. A recent
Control Engineering article describes just this situation, where management no longer
can use plausible deniability pertaining to control system cybersecurity awareness.8
Of those who could answer the question about duration of breaches (most could not), a
surprising and somewhat reassuring result is that 28% say their organizations discovered
the infiltration or exploit in less than 1 day; conversely, 39% took 2 or more days to
identify the breach. Figure 11 provides a breakdown of reporting time.
How long did it take to discover the infiltration or exploit?

EXPERT ADVICE:

Organizations
will need to have
better visibility
and forensics
capabilities to regain
trustworthiness of
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their systems. The
only mechanism to
provide that visibility
is having a sufficient
baseline and a
forensic trail of cyber
activity.
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Figure 11. Exposure to Detection Time Period

A single-second breach can lead to disastrous consequences within control system
environments. Imagine what damage (e.g., chemical spills, toxic aeration, fresh water
tampering and extortion) could be caused by an undetected breach that continues
for days, weeks or even months. Because control system protocols are typically not
authenticated, don’t require security-grade integrity checking and are left wide open to
OSI layer 2 attacks, they are highly vulnerable.
Adding to the potential mayhem, man-in-the-middle tools that have been publicly
available for three years are able to manipulate control signals while blinding the operator.9
Vendor-neutral protocols are even more at risk because they are more readily
documented. Information on how to manipulate and attack such protocols is widely
available publicly for attackers to use. For example, a Modbus/TCP man-in-the-middle
tool took only 90 minutes to develop—and DNP3 took another 60 minutes.
The risks escalate exponentially when technical weaknesses are combined with the
amount of Open Source INTelligence (OSINT) that can be found on the Internet (e.g., social
media, support forums, job boards and marketing materials). Ultimately those responsible
for security must assume that when they first detect a breach, their entire infrastructure—
logging system, email communication network, VoIP systems—has been compromised.
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Security Programs
Asset owners and operators care about the safety of the general public and their
personnel while ensuring continued operations, based on survey results. According to
respondents, the top three priorities for implementing security controls are:
t1SFWFOUJOHIBSNUPUIFHFOFSBMQVCMJD
t1SFWFOUJOHDPOUSPMTZTUFNTFSWJDFJOUFSSVQUJPO
t1SPUFDUJOHUIFIFBMUIBOETBGFUZPGQFSTPOOFM
These are the strict requirements of operating control systems that utilize processes
that may have an impact upon the general welfare of the surrounding population, such
as nuclear power plants or hydroelectric dams with people downstream. Figure 12
illustrates the priorities that drive implementation of controls to protect critical systems.
What are your top three priorities when it comes to implementing effective controls for the
security of your control systems? Rank the top three, with “First” being the highest priority.
1SFWFOUJOHIBSNUPHFOFSBMQVCMJD
1SFWFOUJOHDPOUSPMTZTUFNTFSWJDFJOUFSSVQUJPO
1SPUFDUJOHIFBMUIBOETBGFUZPGFNQMPZFFT
%FUFDUJOH&OGPSDJOHDPOUSPMQPMJDZWJPMBUJPOT
.FFUJOHSFHVMBUPSZDPNQMJBODF
1SFWFOUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOMFBLBHF
0UIFS
-PXFSJOHSJTL*NQSPWJOHTFDVSJUZ
1SFWFOUJOHEBNBHFUPTZTUFNT
4FDVSJOHDPOOFDUJPOTUPFYUFSOBMTZTUFNT
1SPUFDUJOHDPNQBOZSFQVUBUJPOBOECSBOE
1SFWFOUJOHöOBODJBMMPTT1SPUFDUJOHTIBSFIPMEFSWBMVF

Figure 12. Primary Drivers

Note that items such as protecting shareholder value and reputation are low on the
list of priorities in this survey. It would be interesting to learn whether the board
of directors, investors and management would agree with this perspective. Their
motivations are financially oriented, while it is likely the survey respondents are focused
on different topics.
On the technical side, securing connections to external systems was also low on the list,
as it was in our 2013 survey. SCADA and ICS staff should look more closely at including
external connection security as part of their ongoing security efforts, especially since
external threats are a prime attack vector, as illustrated previously in Figure 7.
SANS ANALYST PROGRAM
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Security Programs
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Critical Asset Risk Allocation
The particular assets that respondents are most concerned with from a risk perspective
include their traditional IT infrastructures and systems interacting with embedded
controllers. In our survey computer assets (77%) and network devices (66%) were higher
on their list of concerns than embedded controllers (53%). See Figure 13 for greater detail.
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Of your critical assets, which are you most concerned with from a risk perspective?
Select all that apply.

Figure 13. Components of Concern

The apparent current focus on securing traditional IT components and software as
opposed to the deeper industrial control system components may make sense as part of
a logical ICS security maturity model. Tools and practices for securing operating systems,
for example, have ample precedent. The disproportionate focus on segmentation and
firewall technology is not surprising, either, considering their maturity and adaptability
to control system architectures. Newer security technologies, including security
information and event management (SIEM) solutions and tools, which will provide much
better visibility into control system networks and underlying components, are in early
use now.
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Security Programs
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However, the true operational tasks reside in the embedded controllers, control system
applications, OPC servers and historians. While at the low end of the risk equation for
survey respondents, these systems are primary targets for state-motivated and other
attackers bent on causing disruption in systems and possible human harm. OPC systems
serve as ICS protocol gateways, providing just the means necessary to impact operations
while blinding the operator.

Asset Monitoring
As would be expected, respondents say their organizations are applying the most
resources to their top concerns. Network infrastructure and computers are also the most
commonly monitored in control system environments, as shown in Figure 14.
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Of the following system components, select those that you are collecting
and correlating log data from.

Figure 14. Availability of Log Data

The risk allocation illustrated previously (Figure 13) primarily matches the logged
assets—except for the visibility into embedded controllers. The actual control system
assets are not as commonly monitored, because many may not have the capability
to generate log reports. The most critical elements and the ones that actually control
operations need mechanisms to be monitored, whether in the form of an agent
on the controller and system or a network-based agent watching for signals and
communications that should not be associated with that system, for example.
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Security Programs
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Alarmingly, OLE for Process Control (OPC) is rated as the least frequently monitored
asset—yet it typically serves as a conduit between the control system and corporate
networks. The OPC application and its underlying database can serve as a great pivot
point for attackers and must be monitored for signs of abuse.
Control System Security Advice
*UJTIJHIMZSFDPNNFOEFEUIBUUIPTFSFTQPOTJCMFGPSDPOUSPMTZTUFN
TFDVSJUZUBLFTUFQTUPQSPUFDUUIFBDUVBMDPOUSPMTZTUFNBTTFUTBOE
UIFJSOBUJWF*$4QSPUPDPMT$POTJEFSUIFTFTVHHFTUJPOT
t3FBDIPVUUPUIFWFOEPSTUPVOEFSTUBOEIPXUIFJSTPGUXBSF
EFWFMPQFSTIBWFCFFOFEVDBUFEUPCVJMETFDVSFTPGUXBSF BT
XFMMBTUSBEJUJPOBMPQFSBUJOHTZTUFNTFDVSJUZDPOUSPMT
t)BSEFOUIFPQFSBUJOHTZTUFN#BTUJMMF-JOVYJTBHSFBUUPPM
UPIFMQVTFSTMFBSOBCPVUBOPQFSBUJOHTZTUFNIBSEFOJOH
NFUIPEPMPHZ,FFQBLFFOFZFPVUGPSEFWFMPQNFOUTJOUIJT
TQBDFUPIFMQBEESFTTUIJTOFDFTTBSZDBQBCJMJUZ
t5PPMTTVDIBTQBTTJWF*$4OFUXPSLNBQQJOH JOGSBTUSVDUVSF
DPOöHVSBUJPOBOBMZTJTBOE*$4QSPUPDPMEJTTFDUJPODBOTFSWFBT
HSFBUNFDIBOJTNTUPQSPUFDU*$4DZCFSBTTFUT
t0ODFBTZTUFNJTDPNQSPNJTFEPSBOJOUSVTJPOJTEFUFDUFE 
JNNFEJBUFMZBTTVNFFWFSZUIJOHJTDPNQSPNJTFEBOEXPSL
GSPNUIFSF
t4UBSUWBMJEBUJOHUIFUSVTUXPSUIJOFTTPGJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOE
QSJPSJUJ[FZPVSSFNFEJBUJPODIFDLMJTUT
t-PPLBUTFDVSJOH01$BOEPUIFSOFUXPSLTUIBUBSFHBUFXBZT
UPBUUBDLT
.PSFBEWJDFJTQSPWJEFEJOBSFDFOUDPOUSPMTZTUFNGPSFOTJDT
BSUJDMF5IFBSUJDMFEFTDSJCFTTQFDJöDEFGFOTFTUPIBWFJOQMBDF BT
XFMMBTBDUJWFQSPDFEVSFTUPFOBDUEVSJOHBOJODJEFOU
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Security Programs
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Vulnerability Detection
Survey respondents use a number of techniques to detect vulnerabilities in their
systems. Active or passive scanning is used by 61%. The second largest category that
respondents monitored against was CERT notifications, which 60% say they use in
detection (see Figure 15).
What processes are you using to detect vulnerabilities
within control system networks?

41%
1FSDFOUBHFPG
SFTQPOEFOUTXPSLJOH
XJUIWFOEPSTUPJEFOUJGZ
BOENJUJHBUFSJTLT

"DUJWFMZPSQBTTJWFMZ
TDBOOJOHGPS
WVMOFSBCJMJUJFT
BOENPOJUPSJOH
DPOöHVSBUJPO
DIBOHFT

.POJUPSJOH$&35
OPUJöDBUJPOT

"DUJWFMZXPSLJOH
/PQSPDFTTFT KVTU
XJUIWFOEPSTUP
XBJUGPSPVS*$4
JEFOUJGZBOENJUJHBUF WFOEPSTUPUFMMVTPS
WVMOFSBCJMJUJFTEVSJOH
TFOEBQBUDI
BDDFQUBODFUFTUJOH
QIBTFT

0UIFS

Figure 15. Processes Used to Detect Vulnerabilities

Active Scanning and Control Networks
'PSUIPTFVTJOHBDUJWFTDBOOJOH IFSFTBWFSZJNQPSUBOUQJFDFPGBEWJDF/FWFSVTF
BOBDUJWFTDBOOFSXJUIJOBOPQFSBUJPOBMDPOUSPMOFUXPSL*UDBOEJTSVQUPQFSBUJPOT 
BOENPTUBDUJWFTDBOOFSTEPOPUJEFOUJGZXFBLOFTTFTJODPOUSPMTZTUFNDZCFSBTTFUT
BOZXBZ.PTUBDUJWFTDBOOFSTBSFUVOFEUPJEFOUJGZWVMOFSBCJMJUJFTPODPNNFSDJBM
PQFSBUJOHTZTUFNT OPUDPOUSPMTZTUFNoFNCFEEFEEFWJDFTBOEBQQMJDBUJPOT
Control system vulnerability documentation, such as that provided by CERTs worldwide,
contains valuable information and should be routinely monitored, interpreted and
applied to each organization’s environment.
In addition, vendors are an important part of the detection picture, with 41% of
respondents saying they work with vendors to identify and mitigate risks. It is absolutely
essential that organizations and their vendors work together on a per-environment
basis. Then, over time, cybersecurity controls added into one vertical, such as the electric
sector, are available for all industries.
Organizations such as critical infrastructure groups are already consolidating and
sharing this type of information. There have been many successes provided to other
verticals that have not been bound by North American Electrical Corporation Critical
Infrastructure Protection (NERC CIP) standards simply because the lessons learned have
provided new products and matured existing ones.
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Security Programs
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Threat Intelligence
Detecting active threats pointed at an organization’s systems is a key to preventing
an attack from expanding throughout an organization. Threat intelligence is a specific
science that is still maturing within the ICS sector. Is the role of an organization’s
personnel to keep track of all of the active threat actors, their intentions and active
attacks? Or, is their role to act upon this information and associate it with the
organization’s environment?
Commercial entities that provide this service are springing up, so it is a bit alarming to
see that almost 58% of respondents rely on their own trained staff to search out events.
The internal staff should be trained to perform an initial detection of the threat; however,
it is then highly recommended that the threat be turned over to incident response and
forensics experts for scoping and remediating the event.
Other types of intelligence they rely upon are nearly equally allocated across threat
intelligence vendors (46%), government agencies (45%), anomaly detection (41%) and
industry partnerships (36%), as shown in Figure 16.
What type of intelligence do you rely on to detect threats
aimed at your control systems? Select all that apply.
8FSFMZPOPVSTUBòUPLOPXXIFOUPTFBSDIPVUFWFOUT
8FVTFUIJSEQBSUZJOUFMMJHFODFQSPWJEFECZPVSTFDVSJUZWFOEPST
8FXPSLDMPTFMZXJUIHPWFSONFOUBHFODJFTUP
FOTVSFVQUPEBUFJOUFMMJHFODFJTBWBJMBCMF
8FVTFBOPNBMZEFUFDUJPOUPPMTUPJEFOUJGZUSFOET
8FBDUJWFMZQBSUJDJQBUFJO
*OEVTUSZ*OGPSNBUJPO4IBSJOH1BSUOFSTIJQT
8FKVTUHPNBJOMZPOIVODIFT
0UIFS

Figure 16. Detecting Threats Aimed at Control Systems
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Responsibility for Cybersecurity
Identifying who is responsible for cybersecurity is one of the early, critical steps to
protect cyber assets. The seat of responsibility should be one that affords accountability
and constant communication channels with operations and physical security. The role
should be at the appropriate level of the organization to allow access to resources and
provide executive awareness to cybersecurity risks.

Personnel
EXPERT ADVICE:

Any IT-educated
cybersecurity

The two roles most commonly seen as responsible for security of control systems are the
information security officer (57%) and the owner/operator (52%). This further supports
our contention that a new role for the control system cybersecurity manager is being

personnel must

defined as more embedded control systems are identified and brought online.

think about high

Other roles with responsibility for control system security are listed in Figure 17.

availability of
accurate control

Who in your organization is responsible for security of control systems?
Select all that apply.

information with
loss-of-life scenarios
that can be
protected not only by

chemical reengineering.

$IJFGFYFDVUJWF

$PSQPSBUFSJTLPóDFS

0UIFS

$IJFGPQFSBUJPOTPóDFS

4BGFUZQSPHSBNPóDFS.BOBHFS

biological and

4ZTUFNJOUFHSBUPSXIPCVJMUUIFTPMVUJPO

mechanical,

&OHJOFFSJOHNBOBHFS

physical, electrical,

1MBOUTZTUFNNBOBHFS

but also by

0XOFS0QFSBUPSPGUIFDPOUSPMTZTUFNT

and protections,

*OGPSNBUJPOTFDVSJUZPóDFS

cybermodifications

Figure 17. Responsibility for Security of Control Systems

Education is important to bridge the gaps in knowledge for both IT and operations
personnel. An IT-scoped individual migrating into the control system realm will need
transitional education, as would an owner/operator stepping into a security role. Such
education may assist operators and security staff working together and ultimately lead
to the creation of a dual role such as Information and Control Security Officer (ICSO) or
two individuals working together to fill a control security office.
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Responsibility for Cybersecurity
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Standards
Similar to our 2013 results, the most frequently used standards today include the United
States NIST Guide (32%), followed by the Critical Security Controls (26%) and then NERC
CIP and ISO 27000 series (both at 20%). See Figure 18.
Which of the following cybersecurity standards do you currently utilize (or plan to use in
the next 6 months) in your control system environment? Which do you plan to continue
using or to implement within the next 24 months? Select all that apply.

2BUBS*$44FDVSJUZ4UBOEBSE

0UIFS

*4"#BDLIBVM/FUXPSL
Architecture

&/*4"(VJEFUP1SPUFDUJOH*$4o
3FDPNNFOEBUJPOTGPS&VSPQFBOE
.FNCFS4UBUFT

Chemical Facility Antiterrorism
4UBOEBSET $'"54

/&3$$*1

*40TFSJFT 
JODMVEJOHBOEPUIFST

*4" *OEVTUSJBM"VUPNBUJPOBOE
$POUSPM4ZTUFNT4FDVSJUZ *&$

6OTVSF

$SJUJDBM4FDVSJUZ$POUSPMT

1FSDFOUBHFPG
SFTQPOEFOUTXIPBSF
VOTVSFPGUIFTUBOEBSET
UIFJSPSHBOJ[BUJPOVTFT

/*45(VJEFUP4$"%"BOE*OEVTUSJBM
Control Systems Security

27%

Figure 18. Cybersecurity Standards Mapping

Interestingly, 27% of respondents are unsure of the standards their organization
currently uses. It is difficult to ensure security when you are unaware of the security
standards you should be adhering to.
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Responsibility for Cybersecurity
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Getting Started with Standards
3FHBSEMFTTPGXIJDITUBOEBSEJTBEPQUFE VUJMJ[FBTFDVSJUZGSBNFXPSLUPNBOBHF
SFRVJSFNFOUTJOUFSQSFUBUJPOBOETFDVSJUZNFUSJDT)FSFBSFTPNFPQUJPOT
"EPQUBDSPTTTUBOEBSEBQQSPBDI XIFUIFSCPVOECZTQFDJöDSFHVMBUJPOT
PSOPU#FHJOCZSFWJFXJOHUIF/&3$$*1SFMJBCJMJUZTUBOEBSETBOEUIFJS
MFTTPOTMFBSOFE XIJDIBSFEPDVNFOUFEUISPVHIPVUUIF/&3$QPSUBM3FWJFX
SFRVFTUTGPSJOUFSQSFUBUJPOT JOEVTUSZSFTQPOTFTBOEWPUJOH BOEDPNQMJBODF
BOOPVODFNFOUTBUUIF/&3$XFCTJUF/&3$$*1XJMMBMTPCFDPOUJOVJOHJUT
HSPXUIQIBTFBTBTTFUPXOFSTBOEPQFSBUPSTJOUFHSBUF/&3$$*1WFSTJPO
5IFO SFWJFXUIF$SJUJDBM4FDVSJUZ$POUSPMTBOEUIFJSTVQQPSUJOHNFUSJDT
'JOBMMZ SFWJFXHVJEBODFEPDVNFOUBUJPOQSPWJEFECZEPDVNFOUBUJPOTVDIBT
/*45BOEXPSMEXJEF$&35PSHBOJ[BUJPOT
$FOUSBMJ[FSFTQPOTFCZDPOTVMUJOHUIF/BUJPOBM*OTUJUVUFPG4UBOEBSETBOE
5FDIOPMPHZ /*45 /&3$$*1PS%FQBSUNFOUPG)PNFMBOE4FDVSJUZ %)4 
$IFNJDBM'BDJMJUZ"OUJUFSSPSJTN4UBOEBSET $'"54 JOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT PS
UIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM&MFDUSPUFDIOJDBM$PNNJTTJPO *&$ *OUFSOBUJPOBM4PDJFUZPG
"VUPNBUJPO *4" PS2BUBS*$4TUBOEBSETJOUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBMDPNNVOJUZ
$POTJEFSPUIFS OFXFSDPMMBCPSBUJWFTUBOEBSET TVDIBTUIF*4"*&$
GPSNFSMZ*4" DVSSFOUMZVTBHF 2BUBST*$44FDVSJUZ4UBOEBSE
DVSSFOUMZ BOEUIF&VSPQFBO6OJPOT&/*4"HVJEBODF DVSSFOUMZ 

System Procurement
Success in integrating cybersecurity into the business is directly associated with making
security part of the procurement process. It is a constant dialogue between the asset
owners and operators as to what requirements constitute security. Although vendors
try to respond with better security of their controllers either through add-on or newer
versions of products, control system operators are not willing to pay extra for extra
security or newer, more security control systems.
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Responsibility for Cybersecurity
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According to the survey results, 32% consider cybersecurity in procurement, and 35%
“Somewhat” consider cybersecurity, as shown in Figure 19.
Do you normally consider cybersecurity
in your automation systems procurement process?

Figure 19. Cybersecurity in the Automation Procurement Process

These numbers are in keeping with our 2013 survey, leading us to conclude that the
asset owners and operators are not, by default, willing to bear the cost of additional
security within their systems. The playing field needs to be equal among owners/
operators; therefore, the entities will need to be forced into using regulatory
mechanisms like NERC CIP to influence business changes.
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Security Control Methodologies
Effective active defense requires some key security tools. Survey respondents noted
they use an up-to-date baseline of identified cyber assets (used by 51%), whitelisting
of applications (used by 28%), configuration management (used by 52%) and log
aggregation (used by 43%). Access controls, used by 78% of respondents, will be
insufficient if deployed without this knowledge.
See Which
Figure of
20the
forfollowing
a complete
look atdo
methodologies
in use for
today
and expected
to be
methods
you currently utilize
control
system security,
detection
of attacks and violations, and enforcement of policies? Which do you plan to
used
in the future.

0UIFS

6OTVSF

6OJEJSFDUJPOBMHBQCFUXFFODPOUSPM
TZTUFNTBOESFTUPGOFUXPSL

#JEJSFDUJPOBMHBQCFUXFFODPOUSPM
TZTUFNTBOESFTUPGOFUXPSL

4FDVSJUZJOUFMMJHFODFTFSWJDFT

$POUSPMTZTUFNFOIBODFNFOUT
6QHSBEFTFSWJDFT

"QQMJDBUJPOXIJUFMJTUJOH

"TTFUJEFOUJöDBUJPO

7VMOFSBCJMJUZTDBOOJOH

-PHBHHSFHBUJPOBOEBOBMZTJT

$POöHVSBUJPONBOBHFNFOU

"TTFTTNFOUBOEBVEJU

$POUJOVPVTNPOJUPSJOH

4FDVSJUZBXBSFOFTTUSBJOJOHGPSTUBò 
DPOUSBDUPSTBOEWFOEPST

"OUJNBMXBSF

Access controls

continue using or to implement within the next 24 months? Select all that apply.

Figure 20. Control System Security Controls

These results are also similar to our 2013 survey, indicating that budgets haven’t
expanded significantly in the last year to address the cybersecurity challenge. This
is disturbing given the increase in attacks against these systems and the inherent
vulnerabilities organizations aren’t managing well enough.
How can one protect assets with access controls if they are not properly identified and
restricted to a specific application baseline of activity? Systems must be inventoried and
monitored to determine what systems the organization has and how they communicate,
and then restrict access. Armed with a sufficient baseline, organizations can monitor
for unexpected activity, and trained insider personnel can execute predefined incident
response procedures using preplanned on-call external resources.
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Security Control Methodologies
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Patching Practices
In our survey 52% patch on a regular basis, 23% use virtual patching to avoid downtime
issues and 7% layer controls instead of patching. Another 23% patch in batches when
downtime is available. But a surprising 8% neither patch nor layer controls to mitigate
vulnerabilities (see Figure 21).
How does your organization handle patches and updates on your
critical control system assets? Select the most applicable.

8%
Figure 21. Patching and Updating Critical Control System Cyber Assets

1FSDFOUBHFPG
SFTQPOEFOUTXIP
OFJUIFSQBUDIOPSMBZFS
DPOUSPMTUPNJUJHBUF
WVMOFSBCJMJUJFT

Patching of industrial systems is a struggle. Typically, more time is required to identify
and implement compensating measures than is spent on patching the systems.
Ultimately, the choice to patch or not to patch depends upon the type of control system
assets, whether they have a common outage window or whether there are sufficient
compensating security controls in the case that a patch is not possible (see the Advice
box, “Scheduling Patching Outages”).
Scheduling Patching Outages
%FTJHOJOHDPOUSPMTZTUFNOFUXPSLBOETZTUFNBSDIJUFDUVSFTXJUITFDVSJUZJONJOE
SFRVJSFTBOBDUJWFEFGFOTFNFOUBMJUZBOEBøFYJCMFDPOUSPMTZTUFNBSDIJUFDUVSFUIBUDBO
CFBEKVTUFEEVSJOHMJWFQSPDFTTFT
"TTFUPXOFSTTIPVMEDIPPTFXIFOUPQFSGPSNUIFVQEBUFTUPDPOUSPMVQUJNFBOE
EPXOUJNF&BDIDPOUSPMTZTUFNJTEJòFSFOUBOEIBTEJòFSFOUPVUBHFXJOEPXT
TQFDJöDBMMZ CBUDIWFSTVTDPOUJOVPVTQSPDFTTFT5IFSFJTBOBEEJUJPOBMTUSVHHMF"UUBDLFST
IBWFBOBEWBOUBHFJGUIFPVUBHFXJOEPXTBSFEPDVNFOUFEJOQVCMJDMZBDDFTTJCMFTJUFT
'PSFYBNQMF TDIFEVMFENBJOUFOBODFQMBOTBU/3$SFHVMBUFEGBDJMJUJFTBSFSFBEJMZ
BWBJMBCMFPOUIF*OUFSOFU*OUIFTFTJUVBUJPOTUIFBUUBDLFSDBOLOPXFYBDUMZXIBUQBUDIFT
IBWFCFFOJOTUBMMFECBTFEVQPOUIFMBTUPVUBHFXJOEPX"TBSFTVMU QPUFOUJBMBUUBDLFST
DBOFBTJMZEFUFSNJOF GPSFYBNQMF UIBUQBUDIFTSFMFBTFETJODFUIFMBTUXJOEPX BOE
NPTUMJLFMZUIFQBTUUXPPSUISFFXJOEPXT IBWFOPUCFFOJOTUBMMFE
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Security Control Methodologies
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Breach Reporting Procedures
Most organizations do have official breach-reporting processes. Among responding
organizations, 57% use internal resources to respond to the signs of a breach
(see Figure 22).

0UIFS

&OHJOFFSJOHDPOTVMUBOU

*5DPOTVMUBOU

$ZCFSTFDVSJUZTPMVUJPOQSPWJEFS

4$"%"TZTUFNJOUFHSBUPS

1FFST FH 4$"%"PQFSBUPST

Security consultant

$POUSPMTZTUFNWFOEPS

(PWFSONFOUPSHBOJ[BUJPOT FH /&3$ 
'&3$ *$4$&35 MBXFOGPSDFNFOU

*OUFSOBMSFTPVSDFT

Who do you consult in case of signs of an infection or infiltration
of your control system cyber assets or network? Select all that apply.

Figure 22. Who do you call in case of a breach?

Control system assets are easily worth hundreds of millions of dollars, and one wrong
move can impact millions of lives. Survey respondents note that after consulting with
internal resources, organizations solicit help from government entities, including law
enforcement (50%), vendors (37%), security consultants (33%) and peer resources (26%)
to manage incidents.
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Security Control Methodologies
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Test Your Security Aptitude
5IFTJNQMFTUNFUSJDUPJEFOUJGZBOPSHBOJ[BUJPOTTFDVSJUZJOUFHSBUJPOBOE
FòFDUJWFOFTTJTUPSFWJFXJUTJODJEFOUSFTQPOTFQMBOBOEUIFEPDVNFOUBUJPO
HFOFSBUFEFBDIUJNFJUIBTCFFOFYFDVUFEBOEVQEBUFE
0SHBOJ[BUJPOTBTTFTTJOHUIFJSTFDVSJUZQPTUVSFBMTPTIPVMEDBSFGVMMZDPOTJEFS
UIFGPMMPXJOHBOEJOUFHSBUFUIFTVHHFTUJPOTJOUPTFDVSJUZQMBOOJOH
t)PXXFMMUSBJOFEJTTUBòDPODFSOJOHQPUFOUJBMBUUBDLWFDUPSTBOBDUJWF
BEWFSTBSZNBZVTF )FMQTUBòHFUUIFOFDFTTBSZUSBJOJOHUPJEFOUJGZBOE
EFGFOEXJEFMZVTFEBUUBDLWFDUPST
t%PQSPDFEVSFT QFPQMFBOEUFDIOPMPHZDPWFSDVSSFOUUISFBUTBHBJOTU
ZPVSTZTUFNTBOEUIFJSWVMOFSBCJMJUJFT 5IJTTIPVMEJODMVEFWJTJCJMJUZ 
BTTFTTNFOUBOEDMPTFESFNFEJBUJPOGPSUISFBUTEJTDPWFSFE
t8IBUBSFZPVSSFTQPOTFQSPDFEVSFT "TTJHOSFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPS
DZCFSTFDVSJUZSFTQPOTF
t"UXIBUQPJOUEPFTPOTJUFQIZTJDBMTFDVSJUZQFSTPOOFMIBOEDPOGSPOUBUJPOT
PWFSUPMBXFOGPSDFNFOU "OFòFDUJWFDZCFSTFDVSJUZQSPHSBNTIPVME
GPMMPXTJNJMBSQPMJDJFTUIBUBSFXFMMEPDVNFOUFEBOEDPNNVOJDBUFE
*GUIFSFJTOPJODJEFOUSFTQPOTFQMBOPSGPMMPXVQSFQPSUJOH UIJTJTBTJNQMF
JOEJDBUJPOPGBOJNNBUVSFDZCFSTFDVSJUZPSHBOJ[BUJPOSFHBSEMFTTPGIPX
NBOZQFSTPOOFMPSDPOUSPMTBSFJOQMBDF
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Recommendations
Consider these final recommendations:
1. Know and map devices, their physical interconnections, the logical data
channels and the implemented ICS protocol behaviors among the devices (e.g.,
read coils, write registers, scans and time stamps).
2. ICS protocols (e.g., Modbus/TCP, DNP3 without authentication, Ethernet/
IP, ProfiNet, BACnet, ISO-TSAP, S7, ICCP without certificates and similar) are
inherently vulnerable by design, configuration or vendor implementation.
As such, they must be protected from attackers reaching the internal
communications network.


t6TFCJEJSFDUJPOBMBOEVOJEJSFDUJPOBMöSFXBMMTDPVQMFEXJUITUSJDUPQFSBUJPOBM
procedures to protect the communication channels.



t*OWFTUJHBUFMBUFODZTDBOSBUFDIBMMFOHFTVTJOHQSPUFDUJWFPQUJPOTMJLF44-PS
IPSEC for communication to field devices and ICCP links.

3. Protect vulnerable OPC systems and database servers. These systems provide
pivot points to attackers.
4. Make backups, protect systems from alteration or destruction and establish
procedures to verify all configurations and device firmware.
5. Enable device logging, strict change management and log analysis automation
based upon the environment’s baseline of activity.
6. Define a well-maintained incident response procedure providing authorizations
to impact operations.
7. Identify or create obsolescence procedures for decommissioning or redeploying
each type of cyber asset used within the organization’s facilities.
8. Educate personnel for the new normal of protecting assets during a time period
of an international cyber arms race. Companies with cyber assets are, in essence,
on the battlefield. This requires designing security into the environment with the
appropriate choke points, active defense capabilities and manual procedures to
enact during an active incident.
9. Expand cybersecurity budgets and define security needs during the
procurement process. Then, be sure security is actively maintained by people
within the organization.
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Conclusions
Control system connectivity and the number of controlled physical assets is expanding
rapidly. The active threat actors are increasing, while the organizational budgets for
cybersecurity (for the past two SANS surveys) have not been sufficient to deal with
system vulnerabilities, let alone these threats.
As a result, more respondents report being breached, with many of them suffering
more than one breach. They also lack the visibility into their enterprises and the
vulnerabilities associated with their devices. These trends reveal the need for more and
better coordination between control system operators and their control system vendors.
Ultimately, the efforts to protect control system assets reside in the hands of the asset
owner, who can implement gap security measures. It is also up to the owner to work
with vendors to ensure better security, visibility and patching.
Fortunately, resources for IT groups tasked with protecting control system environments
are on the rise, and control system cybersecurity standards are maturing. On the other
hand, individual nations are creating their own specific variants of guidelines to follow,
meaning that organizations, particularly of international scope, will have multiple
standards and regulations to adhere to.
It is SANS’ hope that the industries responsible for managing the security of control
systems do not get caught up in filling out check boxes to meet regulations rather than
actually reducing risk through better security.
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